
MERGER CONTROL: 
MOCK CASE



The client asks you whether the consolidation of one company within
the same group would amount to a concentration.

Which is your answer?

A. Yes

B. No

C. It depends

D. This is not an antitrust problem



No

A concentration occurs when (at least) two previously independent
undertakings create a new undertaking or where one previously
independent undertaking gets acquired by another.

Consolidation within the same company group does not amount to a
merger under EU merger control rules.



The client asks you whether the consolidation of one company within
the same group would amount to a concentration.
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The client asks you whether the merger between two local stores will be
dealt with at an European level, by the EU Commission.

Which is your answer?

A. Yes, but the merger is not going to be problematic

B. Possibly not, because it is likely to fall below the applicable
turnover thresholds

C. No, because the merger does not require to be notified at all

D. I think so



A concentration has an EU dimension if certain turnover
thresholds are met (or in other exceptional cases).
Mergers having an EU dimension must be notified to the
EU Commission.
The Commission has exclusive jurisdiction to investigate
the transaction, and the NCAs are precluded from applying
their national merger control rules.
Concentrations which do not have an EU dimension are
subject to review by the NCAs under their national merger
control rules, without the Commission having any
jurisdiction to investigate.

Possibly not, because it is likely to fall below the 
applicable turnover thresholds



• There are two alternative sets of turnover tests:
• (a) first test:

• worldwide threshold: the combined aggregate worldwide turnover of all the
undertakings concerned exceeds €5,000 million; and

• EU-wide threshold: the aggregate EU-wide turnover of each of at least two of the
undertakings concerned exceeds €250 million; and

• two-thirds rule: a concentration does not have an EU dimension if each of the
undertakings concerned achieves more than two-thirds of its aggregate EU-wide
turnover within one and the same Member State;

• (b) second test:
• lower worldwide threshold: the aggregate worldwide turnover of all the

undertakings concerned exceeds €2,500 million; and
• lower EU-wide threshold: the aggregate EU-wide turnover of each of at least two of

the undertakings concerned exceeds €100 million; and
• additional three Member States thresholds: in each of at least three Member States

the combined aggregate turnover of all the undertakings concerned is more than
€100 million; and

• each of at least two of the undertakings concerned achieves a turnover of more than
€25 million (in each of the same three Member States identified);and

• two-thirds rule: a concentration does not have an EU dimension if each of the
undertakings concerned achieves more than two-thirds of its aggregate EU-wide
turnover within one and the same Member State.

Possibly not, because it is likely to fall below the 
applicable turnover thresholds



The client asks you whether the merger between two local stores will be
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Which is your answer?
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The client asks you whether in the context of merger control it is
necessary to define a relevant market.

Which is your answer?

A. No, it is not necessary

B. Yes, that is a precondition for the correct assessment of the
envisaged transaction

C. Only if a merger appears problematic

D. The analysis of markets is irrelevant in merger control



The definition of the relevant market is a necessary
precondition for the assessment of the effects of a
concentration on competition.

The market shares of the parties and their competitors in
the relevant market or markets are an important factor in
the evaluation of any concentration.

This process of market definition requires the identification
of both the relevant product market and the relevant
geographic market.

Yes, that is a precondition for the correct
assessment of the envisaged transaction
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The client asks you whether economic analysis might play a role in the 
context of the EU Commission’s assessments.

Which is your answer?

A. Yes, often

B. Virtually never

C. No, only legal considerations are taken into account

D. Economic analysis is irrelevant in this context



The EU Commission may use quantitative economic
techniques to help it to assess the likely effects of a merger on
price and other aspects of competition.
A common technique is ‘merger simulation’, which seeks to
approximate the effects of a merger on price through a model of
competition that takes account of features of the market, such
as patterns of substitution and margins. I
In cases where reliable data exists, merger simulation can be
particularly useful for quantifying the estimated loss of
competition caused by a merger and thereby help the
Commission to weigh up the competitive harm caused by the
merger against its verifiable merger efficiencies.
Further or alternatively, the Commission may quantify the
effects of a merger by directly estimating the impact of past
events, such as market entry, upon competition in the relevant
markets.

Yes, often



The client asks you whether economic analysis might play a role in the 
context of the EU Commission’s assessments.
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The client asks you whether, prior to notification, is it possible to
discuss the envisaged transaction with the EU Commission.

Which is your answer?

A. No, you can discuss the envisaged transaction only once notified

B. No, you can never discuss the envisaged transaction with the EU
Commission

C. Yes, the EU Commission encourages the parties to do so

D. Yes, but there is a request fee of EUR 100,000.



Pre-notification discussions between the notifying parties
and the Commission are possible.
The EU Commission actively encourages parties and their
advisers to have pre-notification contacts with them.
Discussions are confidential.
Initial contacts can be made several weeks prior to formal
notification.
The parties will usually submit a briefing paper or a draft
notification to the case team in advance of any discussion.

Yes, the EU Commission encourages the parties to do so



The client asks you whether, prior to notification, is it possible to
discuss the envisaged transaction with the EU Commission.

Which is your answer?
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The client asks you whether the envisaged transaction can be
implemented without discussing it with the EU Commission.

Which is your answer?

A. No, you must always discuss envisaged transactions with the EU
Commission

B. Yes, but you have to inform the EU Commission later on

C. Yes, but this would be very unpolite

D. Yes, but only if the envisaged transaction does not have an EU
dimension



Concentrations with an EU dimension must be notified to
the EU Commission prior to their implementation.

The relevant date for establishing the Commission’s
jurisdiction is the earlier of:
(a) the date of the conclusion of the binding agreement, the

announcement of the public bid, or the acquisition of a
controlling interest; or

(b) the date of the first notification (to the Commission or a
Member State’s NCA) of a good faith intention to
conclude such an agreement or make such a bid.

Yes, but only if the envisaged transaction does not
have an EU dimension



The client asks you whether the envisaged transaction can be
implemented without discussing it with the EU Commission.
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The client asks you who shall notify the merger to the EU Commission.

Which is your answer?

A. The parties jointly or the acquirer, as the case may be

B. The parties jointly

C. The EU Parliament

D. The competitors’ lawyers



Where a concentration consists of a merger or the
acquisition of joint control, it must be notified jointly by
the parties to the merger or by those acquiring joint control
as the case may be.

In all other situations, only the undertaking or undertakings
acquiring control, and not the target or vendor, are required
to notify.

The parties jointly or the acquirer, as the case may be



The client asks you who shall notify the merger to the EU Commission.

Which is your answer?
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The client asks you how are mergers notified to the EU Commission

Which is your answer?

A. By a phone call

B. With an e-mail containing all the relevant information

C. By filling a form

D. The CEO of the concerned company shall appear at an hearing in
front of the Court of Justice



Where a concentration qualifies for treatment under a
‘simplified procedure’ the parties may use a short
form notification.
If this is not the case, the parties shall use the so called
Form CO.
Form CO requests a large amount of information; the
preparation of a notification in accordance with Form CO
can therefore require considerable work on the part of the
notifying parties, particularly in cases which raise
significant competition issues.

By filling a form



Form CO includes an introductory section explaining matters
such as the possibility of notification in short-form, and how
confidentiality issues are handled.
It contains 11 sections requiring a description of the
concentration (including an executive summary specifying the
nature of, and the parties to, the concentration), the main
‘affected markets’, details of the concentration, the structure
and economic sectors involved, the parties’ turnovers, the
economic rationale for the transaction, etc; and information on
general competitive conditions in the ‘affected markets’,
including contact details for competitors and customers in each
affected market, information on distribution systems, capacity
levels, record of market entry, R&D levels, cooperative
agreements, trade associations, etc.
Form CO also requires the parties to supply various supporting
documentation.

By filling a form



The client asks you how are mergers notified to the EU Commission

Which is your answer?

A. By a phone call

B. With an e-mail containing all the relevant information

C. By filling a form

D. The CEO of the concerned company shall appear at an hearing in
front of the Court of Justice



The client asks you what happens after the notification.

Which is your answer?

A. Competitors have 30 days to file a lawsuit. If they do not, the
merger is deemed approved.

B. The parties must wait for the EU Commissions’analysis.

C. The EU Commission sends an acknowledgment letter.

D. The EU Commission publishes a notice in the OJ.



Once it receives a formal notification, the
Commission publishes a notice in the Official
Journal, setting out the date of the notification, the
names of the parties, their countries of origin, the
nature of the concentration and the economic
sectors involved.

The information is also publicised on the website of
DG Competition.

The EU Commission publishes a notice in the OJ
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The client asks you if there is a simplified procedure for 
non-problematic mergers

Which is your answer?

A. Yes

B. No

C. Mergers are always problematic

D. Mergers are never problematic



There is a simplified procedure applicable to notifications
of concentrations which do not raise competition concerns.

Following receipt of such a notification, for which the
parties may use the Short Form the Commission publishes
a notice in the OJ providing information about the notified
concentration including a statement that the concentration
may qualify for treatment under the simplified procedure.

If the Commission is satisfied that the concentration fulfils
the criteria for the simplified procedure, it will normally
adopt a short-form clearance decision at the end of the
Phase I investigation period.

Yes



The client asks you if there is a simplified procedure for 
non-problematic mergers

Which is your answer?

A. Yes

B. No
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The client asks you what is the legal test against which proposed
mergers are evaluated by the EU Commission. 

Which is your answer?

A. Article 102 TFEU

B. The YOLO test

C. There is no test

D. The SIEC test



In appraising the compatibility of a concentration with the
internal market under the Merger Regulation, the
Commission must make a prospective determination of
whether the concentration would ‘significantly impede
effective competition in the internal market or in a
substantial part of it, in particular as a result of the
creation or strengthening of a dominant position’ (Article
2(2) and (3)).

This substantive test is known as the ‘SIEC’ test.

The SIEC test



The client asks you what is the legal test against which proposed
mergers are evaluated by the EU Commission. 

Which is your answer?

A. Article 102 TFEU

B. The YOLO test

C. There is no test

D. The SIEC test



Following the initial investigation period, the Commission issues one of the
following decisions:
(a) no jurisdiction decision: the Commission will issue a decision pursuant
to Article 6(1)(a) if it finds that it does not have jurisdiction under the Merger
Regulation, either because the operation is not a ‘concentration’ or because the
concentration does not have an ‘EU dimension’;
(b) clearance decision: the Commission will issue a clearance decision
pursuant to Article 6(1)(b) if it finds that the concentration does not give rise
to serious doubts about its compatibility with the internal market. If it reaches
this conclusion as a result of accepting commitments offered by the parties
pursuant to Article 6(2) the decision will include conditions and obligations
intended to ensure that the parties comply with their commitments;
(c) launch of an in-depth Phase II investigation: if the Commission finds that
the concentration gives rise to serious doubts as to its compatibility with the
internal market, it will take a decision pursuant to Article 6(1)(c) by which it
initiates further investigative proceedings (a Phase II investigation).

Also, if the Commission finds that the notified transaction involves a
concentration which fulfils the referral criteria under Article 9(3) of the
Merger Regulation, it may decide to refer the whole or part of the case to the
relevant Member State(s) for examination in accordance with national merger
control rules.



The client asks you what would happen if the EU Commission finds out 
that the parties have purposefully provided misleading information.

Which is your answer?

A. The EU Commission will fine the parties

B. A demerger will immediately be ordered

C. The EU Commission revokes its prior decision and might re-
evaluate the merger

D. The EU Commission will re-evaluate the merger with no
consequences for the parties



The Commission is entitled to revoke a decision where the
decision was based on incorrect information for which one
of the undertakings was responsible or where it was
obtained by deceit, or where the undertakings concerned
committed a breach of an obligation attached to the
decision.
In the event of such a revocation decision, the Commission
would then re-examine the concentration in a renewed
Phase I proceeding.

The EU Commission revokes its prior decision and
might re-evaluate the merger
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The client asks you what happens after phase I.

Which is your answer?

A. There is phase II

B. The EU Commission will approve the merger

C. The EU Commission might start phase II

D. The parties are immediately entitled to receive a final decision



After the initial Phase I period, the Commission may
decide that it has serious doubts about the compatibility of
the notified concentration with the internal market. Phase
II proceedings are an intensive process not only for the
parties but also for the Commission and any interested
third parties.
In addition to ongoing information gathering, including
site visits in many cases, Phase II proceedings
generally involve a number of formal steps to guarantee
due process and a thorough investigation, in particular:
(a) the possibility of ‘state of play’ meetings at certain
points in the process; (b) the issue of a written statement
of objections by the Commission; (c) access to the
Commission’s file; (d) the parties’ response to the
statement of objections; (e) the possibility of an oral
hearing; and (f) the possibility of discussing, submitting
and reviewing remedy proposals.



The client asks you what happens after phase I.

Which is your answer?

A. There is phase II

B. The EU Commission will approve the merger

C. The EU Commission might start phase II

D. The parties are immediately entitled to receive a final decision



The client remembers that in cartel cases a statement of objections is
issued by the EU Commission. She asks you whether this also applies to 

merger cases.
Which is your answer?

A. Yes

B. No

C. Yes, in phase I

D. Yes, in phase II



The statement of objections will set out in detail the
reasons why the Commission provisionally considers that
the notified concentration is incompatible with the internal
market.

The Commission must inform the notifying parties of its
objections in writing and specify a time limit within which
the parties concerned may reply.

Yes, in phase II



The notifying parties must make known their views on the
statement of objections in writing within the time fixed by
the Commission. The parties may also propose that the
Commission hear persons who may corroborate the facts
set out in their written replies. The parties will usually be
given only a short period in which to submit their reply.

It is only with the statement of objections that the parties to
the concentration know in detail what concerns the
Commission has about the concentration and the
arguments and evidence on which it relies in that regard.

Yes, in phase II



The client remembers that in cartel cases a statement of objections is
issued by the EU Commission. She asks you whether this also applies to 

merger cases.
Which is your answer?

A. Yes

B. No

C. Yes, in phase I

D. Yes, in phase II



The client asks you whether the right to an hearing is provided for in 
the context of merger control procedures. 

Which is your answer?

A. No, it is not

B. Yes, upon request

C. No, because in-person meetings are forbidden due to Covid-19
reasons

D. Yes, there is already a pre-determined calendar of hearings for the
next 2 years. The parties might choose the preferred date



The notifying parties may request in their written reply an 
opportunity to put their views to the Commission at a hearing.
Other involved parties who apply in writing to the Commission, 
have a right to be heard if they demonstrate a sufficient 
interest.
Where appropriate, the Commission may also afford third 
parties who have formally applied in writing to be heard, and 
have so requested in their written comments, the opportunity to 
participate at a hearing.
The oral hearing normally takes place within two weeks of the 
date fixed for the parties’ written response to the statement of 
objections and generally lasts one or two days. 
The oral hearing is not public.

Yes, upon request



The client asks you whether the right to an hearing is provided for in 
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Assume that the merger appears problematic. Is there anything which
you can do to gain the EU Commission’s authorization?

A. I can make a public statement promising that the company will
behave appropriately

B. I can bribe them

C. I can offer remedies

D. There is nothing I can do about it



Where a proposed concentration gives rise to serious
competition concerns, the parties may be able to avoid an
adverse decision by offering the EU Commission remedies
that would remove those concerns.

In most cases it is not feasible for those remedies to be
implemented prior to the Commission’s decision, so
procedures exist under which the Commission will accept
the parties’ commitments to implement the remedies; those
commitments are then attached to the Commission’s Phase
I or Phase II clearance decision as conditions or
obligations.

I can offer remedies



Structural commitments are generally considered preferable.
However, exceptionally and in specific circumstances, commitments
can be behavioural, or a mixture of both structural and behavioural
remedies, provided that they have the effect of removing competition
concerns:
(a) structural remedies have concerned the divestiture of specific
assets; the licensing of use of specific assets, preferably on an
exclusive basis, or re-branding commitments; the termination of an
exclusive vertical arrangement with significant foreclosure effects;
the reduction in the scope and/or duration of rights of exclusive
access; and withdrawal from a particular activity;
(b) behavioural commitments have been directed at ensuring access
to essential inputs, or precluding discrimination in the grant of such
access; supplying products or services to the benefit of third parties;
managing assets separately; ensuring interoperability; and providing
additional information to an independent regulatory agency so that it
can fulfil an increased monitoring role.

I can offer remedies



Assume that the merger appears problematic. Is there anything which
you can do to gain the EU Commission’s authorization?

A. I can make a public statement promising that the company will
behave appropriately

B. I can bribe them

C. I can offer remedies

D. There is nothing I can do about it



The client asks you what happens after phase II. 

Which is your answer?

A. The merger gets authorized by the EU Commission

B. The merger gets prohibited by the EU Commission. However,
parties can appeal

C. It depends

D. A divestment is ordered



Following Phase II proceedings, the Commission will issue a fully
reasoned decision. The decision can either be:
(a) an unconditional clearance decision: a clearance decision pursuant
to Article 8(1) of the Merger Regulation unconditionally declares the
concentration compatible with the internal market;
(b) a conditional clearance decision: where a clearance decision is
issued pursuant to Article 8(2), it may impose conditions and
obligations intended to ensure that the undertakings concerned comply
with the commitments they have entered into vis-à-vis the Commission.
Conditions or obligations may require structural changes such as
divestment of businesses, or impose behavioural obligations on the
parties’ future business conduct or relations with competitors or
customers;
(c) a prohibition decision: a prohibition decision pursuant to Article
8(3) declares the concentration incompatible with the internal market;
(d) remedial decision: where the Commission finds that a concentration
has already been implemented and that concentration has been
prohibited, a decision pursuant to Article 8(4) requires divestments or
other remedies.

It depends



The client asks you what happens after phase II. 

Which is your answer?

A. The merger gets authorized by the EU Commission
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The client asks you whether they can abandon the project of merger, 
once notified to the EU Commission. 

Which is your answer?

A. Yes, always

B. Yes, only if the parties are authorized to do so by the EU
Commission

C. No, as at that point the proceedings are already in motion

D. Yes, but the parties will be fined for their incoherent behavior



If it becomes clear to the parties that the Commission is
unlikely to grant approval on acceptable terms, the parties
may abandon the transaction, thereby avoiding a final
decision.

The Commission will conclude its Phase II proceedings
and issue a formal decision, unless the undertakings
concerned have demonstrated to the satisfaction of the
Commission that they have abandoned the concentration,
usually by formally terminating the notified concentration
agreement.

Yes, always



The client asks you whether they can abandon the project of merger, 
once notified to the EU Commission. 

Which is your answer?

A. Yes, always
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The client asks you whether decisions are published. 

Which is your answer?

A. Yes, always

B. Yes, but not immediately

C. No

D. It depends on whether they might be significant for other
undertakings or not



The decision is addressed to the undertakings concerned or
their representatives.

The Commission also publishes a press release on the same
day as the adoption of its decision.

Before making the decision public, sensitive information is
redacted.

Yes, but not immediately



The client asks you whether decisions are published. 

Which is your answer?

A. Yes, always

B. Yes, but not immediately
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D. It depends on whether they might be significant for other
undertakings or not



The client asks you what would happen in case that a merger gets
implemented without prior consent by the EU Commission

Which is your answer?

A. The parties may be fined and the EU Commission might order a
de-merger

B. The parties may be fined

C. The EU Commission might order a de-merger

D. Nothing happens, the EU Commission has more serious problems
to deal with



In the event of unauthorised early implementation
of a concentration that has an EU dimension, the
Commission may take interim measures
appropriate to restore or maintain effective
competition and even order a de-merger.
It can also impose fines of up to 10 per cent of the
undertaking concerned’s aggregate turnover if it
finds such gun-jumping.

The parties may be fined and the EU
Commission might order a de-merger



The client asks you what would happen in case that a merger gets
implemented without prior consent by the EU Commission

Which is your answer?
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The client asks you whether the EU Commission’s decision can be 
appealed

Which is your answer?

A. Of course, as long as the client is able to pay attorney’s fees

B. No, the EU Commission’s decision is final

C. Yes, in front of the Council of Europe

D. Yes, to the General Court (judge of first instance)



The General Court has jurisdiction under Article 263
TFEU to review the legality of decisions and other binding
acts taken by the Commission under the Merger
Regulation.

Actions for annulment brought by natural or legal persons
fall within the jurisdiction of the General Court.

The EU Courts also have full and unlimited jurisdiction to
re-examine Commission decisions fixing fines or periodic
penalty payments, so may cancel, reduce or increase the
amounts imposed.

Yes, to the General Court (judge of first instance)



The client asks you whether the EU Commission’s decision can be 
appealed

Which is your answer?

A. Of course, as long as the client is able to pay attorney’s fees

B. No, the EU Commission’s decision is final

C. Yes, in front of the Council of Europe

D. Yes, to the General Court (judge of first instance)



The client asks you whether in the context of the appeal there is a fast-
track procedure for urgent cases

Which is your answer?

A. Of course, as long as the client is able to bribe the General Court

B. No, this would violate other parties’ rights to have their case
decided timely

C. Yes, only if the case is urgent

D. Yes, only if the EU Commission requests it



Actions for annulment of decisions taken under the Merger
Regulation may be eligible for the expedited (or ‘fast-
track’) procedure for urgent cases before the General
Court.

Examples of proceedings brought under the expedited
procedure include the appeals brought by the notifying
parties against the Commission’s Phase II prohibition
decisions. and a third party appeal against the
Commission’s Phase I clearance.

Yes, only if the case is urgent



The client asks you whether in the context of the appeal there is a fast-
track procedure for urgent cases

Which is your answer?
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The client asks you whether lodging an action for annulment has an 
automatic suspensive effect

Which is your answer?

A. Yes

B. No

C. It depends

D. Only if the EU Commission requests it



Lodging an action for annulment under Article 263
TFEU does not automatically have suspensive effects.
Under Articles 278 and 279 TFEU, the Court may order
that a contested act be suspended, or prescribe interim
measures.
In merger cases, however, it has proved very difficult to
obtain interim measures and the cases suggest that a
suspension order will be granted only if it appears that,
without such relief, the applicants would be in a situation
liable to jeopardise their very existence or irreparably
modify their market position.

No



The client asks you whether lodging an action for annulment has an 
automatic suspensive effect

Which is your answer?
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The client asks you if competitors are entitled to appeal.

Which is your answer?

A. Yes

B. No

C. Only if they have been harmed

D. No, but they can join the proceedings brought by the parties



Parties to a merger are entitled to bring an action since the
Commission’s decision is addressed to them.
Third parties may also bring proceedings in respect of a
decision which is ‘of direct and individual concern’ to
them.
The General Court has ruled on the admissibility of
actions, relating to Merger Regulation proceedings,
brought by a number of different classes of third party:
competitors and customers, trade associations and other
representative bodies, employee representatives and
shareholders.

Yes



The client asks you if competitors are entitled to appeal.

Which is your answer?

A. Yes

B. No

C. Only if they have been harmed by an illegal conduct of the parties

D. No, but they can join the proceedings brought by the parties



The degree of the EU Courts’ control is variable, depending on
whether they are reviewing the correctness of the Commission’s
application of the law, or findings of facts, or the correctness of the
Commission’s appreciation of economic issues.
In reviewing Commission decisions under the Merger Regulation,
the EU Courts have full jurisdiction to interpret the law and to verify
that the Commission has applied the correct legal principles. This
applies equally to jurisdictional, procedural and substantive
considerations. The Commission enjoys no margin of appreciation in
respect of these considerations.

The General Court closely scrutinizes the factual elements
underpinning the Commission’s decisions under the Merger
Regulation in order to assess whether the Commission has correctly
established the material facts.

EU Courts’ review



The Commission’s review of concentrations under the Merger
Regulation can involve complex economic assessments where the
conclusions ultimately drawn by the Commission from the facts may
differ from those advocated by the notifying parties or by third
parties opposing the concentration.

Although the General Court has shown itself ready to undertake a
thorough review of whether the Commission correctly applied the
law and accurately established the facts, it has been more restrained
in reviewing the ‘complex economic assessments’ undertaken by the
Commission in investigations under the Merger Regulation.

EU Courts’ review



The client asks you if, in case of annulment of the decision, the EU 
Commission can reopen the proceedings.

Which is your answer?

A. No: ne bis in idem

B. Yes

C. No, the decision will also contain a new assessment on the merits

D. No, but the Commission can start new proceedings



Where the Court of Justice gives a judgment which annuls the
whole or part of a Commission decision which is subject to a
time limit set by this Article, the concentration shall be re-
examined by the Commission.
Thus, the Commission is required to reactivate its investigation
of the case in a new Phase I proceeding, unless the
concentration has been aborted in the meantime.
This re-examination is to be undertaken ‘in light of current
market conditions’, ie not solely by reference to those which
prevailed at the time of the original notification.
Where the original Form CO notification is no longer complete,
by reason of intervening changes in market conditions or in the
information provided, the notifying parties should submit a new
notification, or supplement the original notification, without
delay. If there are no such changes, they should certify this
without delay.

Yes



The client asks you if, in case of annulment of the decision, the EU 
Commission can reopen the proceedings.

Which is your answer?

A. No: ne bis in idem

B. Yes

C. No, the decision will also contain a new assessment on the merits

D. No, but the Commission can start new proceedings



The end

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION!
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